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dvx dvy dVz = -Q(E) dvx dvy dvz , fi:
Q(E] .~,~p(:-.) + 1] :
where m = 9.1096 x 10-28 g is the electron mass, n is the number of electrons per cm3, h = 6.6262 x 10-27 erg sec is Planck's constant, E = k mv2 erg is the electron energy, with V2 222 =V+v + v=, and El= kT erg is the "temperature," x Y k = 1.3806 X 10-16 erg/°K being the Boltzmann constant. In E&. (2), rlis the "degeneracy parameter," depending on n and 13in such a way as to make
If Q(v, (3,+)denotes the corresponding "spherical coordinate density," then Q(v, e,@) dvd~d~=+ @(E) (V2 sin El)dv de d$, and the speed density is, nh therefore, given by 8mm3 q(v) dv =~@(E) v2dv,0<v <UJ . nh Since E =~mvz, we obtain for the energy density
Setting y = E/tl,the y density is seen to be
From the necessary relation it follows that the n,13-dependent parameter n must be determined so that It is easy to verify that I(n) and 11(q) are positive for -m < rI< CO,while Table I below gives an idea of the variation of I(?I)on this range. for y > 0, and set the energy E = Oy. We to the curious p(y) we are forced to use two different methods depending
III. THE CASE (-Ix' < T_@ 5/2)
For a value of rl~5/2, we write Sampling y% e"/r(3/2) for y on (0,~).
1. Generate random numbers, rl, r2 on (0,1).
IsS~r2
+r~~l? 1
Yes (advance to (3)), No (return to (l)).
3
. log s Setpi =--= s r?, i = 1,2. 1
4.
Generate next random number r.
5. Sety=-logr+pi.
(Two samples of y are obtained, which may be used successively.)
The efficiency A in Eq. (16), based on the values ofC = I(rl)in TABLE I, are listed for various values of rl~3 in TABLE II. Note that, for the recomn = 2 C/fi (rl< -4), the efficiency A appears to be 1, mended approximation e although, of course, there may be some rejection.
In principle, the above method applies for all rl. We have drawn the line at n = 5/2 simply because the method of the next part is relatively easy to apply for rI> 5/2, as will appear. If enough trouble imum h in part IV, the q dividing line could be resulting increase in efficiency.
IV. THE CASE (~> 5/2).
We first note that the function shows that the inequality p'(y) < 0 follows from the relation (2y -l)eY-n > (2rl-1) e" > 1.
If we define
o we may sample A~l p(y) dy on (O,v) with probability Al, and A~l p(y) dy on (?l,~) with probability A2 (Ref. 4, C 3).
(a) The first of these is simple, for we may write
,% 32 ey-n +~"
Thus we easily sample the density Y%/((2/3)V 3'2) for y = . 2/3 on (O,q), accepting y with probability (e-~+ l)/(ey-'l+ 1) < 1, the efficiency of the technique being 3/2 '1 = 3 AIC(e-~+ 1)/2rI .
This certainly exceeds~. For,
r13/2) = C-l~3/2 eY-n +~2 
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the density (22) becomes
. n yq(l + en-y) ( 
26) '
We propose to sample ye-y/m for y on (rl,~),accepting y with probability h/[y*(l + e~-y)] < 1 , the efficiency of the technique being now '2 =A2Ch/(q+l) .
Recalling that A2 = 1 -Al and Al = B/C, this becomes
where B is defined by Eq. (21), and tabulated in TABLE III.
Thus the minimum value h in Eq.
(25] is required not only for evaluating the efficiency C2, but also for the acceptance probability (27). We next turn to the determination of h. It only remains to indicate how the "tail to (3)), Yes (advance to (5)).
(2)), No (advance to (7)).
end" of the r-density ye-y/m, < y <~, is to be sampled for y > rl. For this, we employ the ingenious method of Carey and Drijard (Ref. 5) , which in our case may be formulated by the following routine.
'~, A = e-m(l +~), B 1. SetP=e = 1/(1 + n).
2. Generate random numbers PI, P2 on (0,1).
3. Is pl G B? yes (advance to (4)), No (advance to (5)).
4. Set rl = API, r2 = P2 (advance to (6)).
5. Set rl = pexp[(l + n) PI -11, r2 = P2 p/rl (advance to (6)).
6. Set y = -log r1r2.
The justification of this is based on the remarks below. One could, of course, throw points (r~, r2) uniformly in the unit square, and reject those lying above the hyperbola r1r2 = P, but the efficiency would be poor.
(c) The above (nonrejection) device is valid since the two transformations -~(1 +~), in P in (4) and (5) both have Jacobian e de endent of pl,p2, and so transform the two rectangular areas of the full pl,p2 unit square determined by the line PI = B in a uniform way into the required two areas of the r1,r2 unit square; the first a rectangle of base e-~and height 1, of area e -n , and the second lying directly below the hyperbola r1r2 = e -n , with base 1 -e-n, and -n area~e . which seems a more well-behaved function than p(x), and would, of course, serve our purpose. However, none of our attempts to sample d(u) have proved feasible.
